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While documentary has a decidedly peripheral position in most national 

cinemas across the globe, the form has enjoyed relative prestige in the 

Japanese film world. Initially, this was a peculiar side benefit of global 

warfare in the 1930S and 1940S. However, even in the postwar era, docu
mentary's profile was never lost on the film conununity. Directors like 

Imamura Shohei, Teshigawara Hiroshi, Hani Susumu, Yoshida Yoshishige, 
and Oshima Nagisa moved easily between flction and nonfiction. Written 

histories, in both Japanese and English, never fail to include consideration 

of the most important documentarists: Kamei Fumio, Tsuchimoto Noriaki, 

Ogawa Shinsuke, and Hara Kazuo. With. the deaths of Ogawa and Kamei, 

as well as the relative inactivity of Hani and Tsuchimoto, the younger Hara 

Kazuo has taken the lead in pushing the Japanese documentary into new, 

unmapped territories. 
Hara's filmography reveals a 'Considerable variety of subject matter-a 

portrait of a victim of cerebral palsy, a deeply personal account of his rela
tionships with women, a radical investigation into wartime atrocities, and 

the biographies of a novelist and a fununaker. However, it is easy to tease 

out certain consistencies, particular and peculi.ar passions. While Hara is 

always undergoing transformation, the concerns of his films and the style 

in which these issues are worked out are inevitably afEiliated with the film

maker's sense ofhis own subjectivity as both social actor and artist. Hara's 

approach to postwar Japanese history eschews any easy realism, as it is a 

representation of the world linked to the measure of his own sight. The 

measuring stick of the filmmaker's own look searches out private spaces, 

piercing them with his presence with a singular obsession. This tendency 

reveals as much about Hara as a Japanese documentary filmmaker as it does 

about documentary realism itself. While there have been a number of ex

cellent interviews with Hara and surveys of his life and work, Hara's rela
tionship to his own tradition of documentary has gone unexplored.1 This 

essay will discuss the ftlms of Hara Kazuo against the backdrop of Japanese 
nonfiction fIlm in order to consider larger questions about the realism of 

the documentary moving image. 

Born months before the end of World War II in 1945, Hara came offtlm

making age during a turbulent time for Japanese documentary. He gradu
ated from high school in Yamaguchi Prefecture and worked for Asahi news

paper as a photographer. Through this contact, he was able to move to the 

capital in 1966 to study at a photography school (Tokyo Sogo Shashin Sen
mon Gakko) while working for Asahi at rught. However, he quit school 

after only half a year. According to Hara, the only exercise that taught him 
anything was a portrait assignment: approach a stranger and take his or her 

portrait from no more than a meter away, not from behind but full frontal 

and not carefully but in a "sudden assault."2 It was absolutely terrifying 
and positively educational. In a sense, it became the work ethic of Hara's 

subsequent work in flinunaking. 
Hara continued to pursue a career in still photography while working at 

a school for children with disabilities. He finally staged an individual ex
hibition on disabled children at the Ginza's Canon Salon in 1969. At the 
same time, he became increasingly interested in making movies, choosing 

television as his entry point. Television documentaries of the time were 

experiencing a radical shift in style. At the very moment when the radi

cal filins about Japan's massive social protests became iconic for drawing a 
_ contrast between the styles of television news reportage and independent 

d~cumentaries-between styles that take sides with either the powerful or 

the powerless-there were certain spaces in television available for experi

mentation that blurred some of the very same boundaries.3 Takeda Miyuki, 

the woman he married in 1968, was also interested in flinunaking and ap-
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peared in Tawara Soichiro's documentary I Sing the Present: Fuji Keiko, June 

Scetle (Watashi wagenzai 0 utau: Fuji Keiko, rokugatsu no jakel, 1970) forTokyo 

Channel 12. The next year they appeared as a couple with their newborn 

in Tawara's Bride of Japan ("Nihon no Hanayume"), another documentary 

for Tokyo Channel 12. This was also the year they started filming Sayonara 

CP with Kobayashi Sachiko. 
SaYOlwra CP drew on Hara's experiences working with people suffer

ing from disabilities_ The flim featured Yokota Hiroshi, a man whose body 

was devastated by cerebral palsy, leaving much of his body limp_ Hara's 
approach was far from conventional, as his collaboration with Yokota cut 

straight to issues of the representation of handicapped bodies. With the 
exception ofTsuchimoto's newly released Minamata: The Victims and Their 
World (Minamata: Kanja-san to sona sekai, 1971), documentaries approach

ing the topic of mental or physical handicaps' were toothless exercises that 

simply allowed spectators to empathize with the subject's plight, policing 
the borders between the healthy and the ill. The consequences for such a 
delimitation was ghettoization of the ill from social acceptance and the 

creation of a culture of shame that excluded the handicapped from full 

participation as subjects in the social world 
Hara sensed the enormouS role cinematic representations had in this pro

cess, and so his portrait of Yokota attacked the sensibilities established by 

conventional images of disability. In the fUm's most striking and contro

versial scene, Yokota strikes out into the public realm without a wheel

chair ... and without clothing. He literally drags his naked body down 
the street. The film has a remarkable level of self-reflexivity, which exposes 

Han to, indeed, invites criticism of, the fthnmakers' unorthodox strategy 

of empowerment through representation_ For example, in an extraordinary 

scene, Yokota's wife, who suffers from the same disease, threatens divorce 

if the filmmaking does not stop. She argues forcefully that such aggres

sive tactics are only playing to the camera as a monstrosity. This will surely 

result in nothing other than a perpetuation, if not intensification, of the 

discrimination they suffer_ 
Sayonara CP came out in 1972. While it did not achieve the notoriety 

of Hara's later films, it did make a mark on the history of representations 

of illness in Japan. This was a tradition that began in the postwar era with 
Kamei Fumio's use of the atomic bombings as a counterpoint to the aes

thetic of healthiness during the war, a tradition continued in the work of 

Tsuchimoto Noriaki (the mercury poisoning of: Minamata disease), Yana-
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gisawa Hisao (disabled children), Haneda Sumiko (Alzheimer's victims). 

Sato Makoto (Niigata Minamata disease), and other important documen

tarists. To this very day, Hara and Kobayashi regularly show the fUm in 

hospitals, clinics, and medical schools. In addition to raising ethical issues 

underpinning public representations of the disabled, the film puts into play 
certain dynamics that characterize all ofHara's work: an exploration of and 

penetration into the line drawn between the public and the private. This 

is a vector codified into the very title of his next film, Extreme Private Eros: 

Love Song, '974 (Kyoku,hiteki erom: Renko '974, 1974). 

Here Hara brought his own life before the camera, using his material 
existence to represent the larger social world and its politics. Consider-

. ing how the period of this production coincided with massive changes 
in his personal situation, it was a brazen move_ Han's disintegrating mar

riage ended in divorce from Takeda Miyuki in 1973; the same year, he and 
producer Kobayashi Sachiko gave birth to a baby girl and shortly there
after entered marriage. Using the camera to retain some vestige of his rela

tionship with Takeda, Hara follows her on an extraordinary journey (with 

Kobayashi along recording the sound): Takeda leaves a relationship with a 

woman to travel to Okinawa, where she gives birth to a mixed race child 

by herself, camera running, on the kitchen floor. Surrounded by a prosti

tution system set up on the peripheries of the U.S. military bases, she starts 

a day care center for the working women and gets involved in political 

action around the brothels. She joins a commune for feminists and ends up 

working as a stripper at a nightclub for American soldiers.4 At one level, 

Hara's ftlm consolidates a long rUIming strand in Japanese documentary: 

filins on the U.S. military bases, which were pioneered by Kamei Fumio 

with Children oj the Bases (Kichi no kodomotachi, 1953) and Sunagawa: A Record 
of Flowing Blood (Rydchi no kiroku: Sunagawa, 1956) and Higashi Yoichi's Oki
nawa (1968). However, Hara's film was radically different ill the way this 

larger social landscape was intimately tied to his private life. As he explains, 

"In the sixties and seventies, there was a feeling that if the individual did 

not cause change. nothing would change_ At the time, I wanted to make 

a movie, and I was wondering how I could make a statement for change. 

. There was much talk of family-imperialism (kazoku teikokushugi). One of 
th~ strong sentiments of the time was that family-imperialism should be 
destroyed. I thought that if I could put my own family under the camera, 

all our emotions, our privacy, I wondered if I might break taboos about 

the family:" 
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The approach of the fum hinges on an exposure of the private and 

conversion into public space and event. In its most intimate moments, 
Hara making love with camera in hand, it inspires awkward errlb,,,,",", 
ment. Takeda's single-minded determination to be independent and so":' " 
cially engaged often turns on Han with a vengeance. For example. at a' 

beach, Takeda and Kobayashi (holding the microphone and wearing ear
phones) discuss Hara as he fihns their conversation. Takeda lashes out at 

Hara, warning the new bride that he is just using her and she is ., 
to be thrown away. At one point, Takeda's political activism around the :: 
prostitutes gets Han beaten up. For over a decade, film theory by people . 

hke Oshima Nagisa and Matsumoto Toshio had been calling for a docu
mentary foregrounding the artist's subjectivity, but nowhere had this been 
so thoroughly realized than in Hara's physical and emotional immersion 
in Extreme Private Eros: Love Song, 1974. It may not render an objective ac

counting of the situation in Okinawa or of Japan in 1974, but it does offer 
a palpable, embodied knowledge about the life around military bases, the 

often whimsical sides of political activism, and the deep impact of femi

nism on adult relationships. This world,Japan in 1974, is measured through 

the network of human intersubjectivities surrounding Hara Kazuo. 
While the film is often seen in terms of documentary voyeurism, it 

may actually reveal something more fundamental about nonfiction moving 
imagery itself. William Rothman has recently argued that a dialectic be

tween the public and the private is key to understanding the power of direct 

cinema style.6 Drawing on a previous argument from The "I" oj Cinema, 
he links the classical Hollywood style to the direct cinema of Drew As

sociates, unlikely partners indeed? Both, Rothman asserts, share the same 
philosophical concerns in that they rely on a play of public impression and 

private response to represent human reality. In the earlier work, he suggests 

that a stylistic feature such as shot/reverse shot is based on granting access 

to an internal, subjective, private view of the world-access through the 

facial" mask" presented in reverse shots. Direct cinema depends on a similar 
foundation: "The cinema verite cameras revealed its human subjects con

tinually putting on masks, taking them off, putting them on again, and so 
on, as they reacted to the spectacle of the world, prepared their next ven
tures into the public realm, performed on the world's stage, and withdrew 

again into privacy to which the camera grants us access."8 
Thus, the documentary offers up a public world as a "succession of private 

moments," especially through cinematic devic~s like the close-up. Viewed 
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mass audiences in the privacy of their own homes, these private mo
again are transformed into public events. Extreme Private Eros and 

Sa)'o""ra CP share this dynamic to a large degree. However, they also point 
a politics of the private in ways that develop the circumstances and im

pli.c,tiorlSfar beyond Rothman's parallel. 
The grounds f~r such a discourse, which complicate any easy division be

· tween the private and the social, were set in Japanese documentary theory 
Thus, a contextualization of Hara's work-particularly its use of col

for individual modes-is crucial to understanding Hara's singular 
innovation as a contribution to the transformation of documentary realism 

Japan. 
In the 1950S, television was fast establishing itself as the dominant form 

· of distribution for nonfiction work, creating an explosion in production 
· that hadn't been seen since the war, when the government forced theaters 
~o show documentary shorts. With a new distribution outlet hungry for 
materi,], production companies sprouted up to feed the demand. Because 

r"-'''. is never far from issues of style in documentary, it should not be 

su~prising that this relatively luxurious climate would breed some experi

:'m,enl:ationand questioning of given forms of realism. As in many other 
parts of the world, the Left had long made its mark on documentary filin. 

i;' With growing generational rifts between new and old in Japan, tensions 
· grew over the most appropriate ways of representing the referential world. 

stakes of cinematic realism felt exceedingly high with the impending 

. security treaty renewal in 1960, which locked Japan into a bilateral 

relationship under America's nuclear umbrella. 
The epicenter for what would be a shake-up of the Japanese documen

tary world was the lwanami Publishing Company. One of Japan's oldest 
, . book publishers, it decided to cash in on the new markets for nonfiction 

film by creating' filinmaking unit. The most prominent of the staff mem-
· bers was the young Hani Susumu. Hani's commitment to innovations in 

filin style is evident in his first two documentaries for Iwanami, which sent 

shock waves through the Japanese ftlm world. They were called Ci,ildrm of 
Classroom (Kyoshitsu no kodomotachi, 1954) and Children Who Draw Pictures 

(E 0 kaku kodomotachi, 1956), and were observational documentaries shot in 
elet?entary school classrooms. With their radical spontaneity, these fllms 
mark an important stylistic and theoretical break in the history of Japanese 

: documentary, and we can draw a direct line between them and the practices 
· ofHara Kazuo some twenty years later. Indeed, English-language criticism 
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of Hara's work is quick to compare him to his Euro-American colleagues, 

from Rouch to Morris. However, these are ultimately arbitrary linkages. 

Hara has far more in conunon with someone like Hani than any foreign 

filmmaker. This is not to essentialize some ephemeral Japanese style of real

ism but to point to an approach to documentary that has a history that is 

analogous to developments in other parts of the world while being sup
ported by a rhetoric that was very nearly hermetically sealed from theories 

from abroad. 
Hani is a case in point. His was primarily an observational style. He 

brought cameras into the classrooms of young students and closely watched 
their interactions. While they were initially concerned that the equipment 

and adult camera operators would distract the children -well, children 

are easily distracted - they quickly forgot about the fIlmmakers and went 

about the business of playing, drawing, and learning. Other fUmmakers 
at Iwanami attempted similar approaches to representing the social world, 
most notably Haneda Sumiko in Village Politics (Mum no seiji, 1958). In this 

film, Haneda detailed the activities of a group of women in village Japan as 

they attempted to balance work and participation in local politics. Follow
ing Hani's lead, she took care not to interfere with the women, choosing 

instead to capture the events transpiring before the camera in an observa
tional mode. The women interact in daily life and discuss local politics in 
meetings, apparently oblivious to the presence of the ftlmmakers. The re
sult of this approach was a highly observational cinema, one, I might add, 

that significantly predates the innovations of Drew Associates and its direct 

cinema by half a decade. 
The spontaneity captured by Hani's films bowled people over in the mid-

19505. Japanese audiences were accustomed to a documentary realism that 
involved the treatment of human subjects as actors (the cinematic kind). 

This had roots in both Soviet theories of typage and in long-standing flim
making practices with a lineage reaching back to the China War. In the 

1930S, an enormous amount of energy went into theorizing documentary 
film. It began with the writings of the Proletarian Film League of Japan 

in the late 1920S and early 1930S, and when this movement was suppressed 
by the government, critics from a wide variety of political positions devel
oped the theories until the end of World War IP Some of Japan's great
est philosophers and fIlm theorists wrote on documentary, including To
saka Jun, Nakai Masakazu, Hasegawa Nyozekan, and Imamura Taihei. The 
writings of authors like Vertov, Eisenstein, Moholy-Nagi. and Rotha were 
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translated and debated. During the China War, the government introduced 

screenings, providing an unquenchable market for nonfiction, and 

energy pushed documentary from fairly straightforward newsreels and 
compilation ft.l.ms to something far more creative. At this early stage in the 
history of documentary, this meant a brand of realism closely aligned with 

fiction fihnmaking. Filmmakers would take people in their natural settings 
and direct them through scenes using rudimentary scenarios; these scenes 
were embedded in larger, nonnarrative structures of compiled documen

tary footage. Ironically. while the war feature- fum drew closer to docu

mentary. the nonfiction form gradually integrated more and more narra
tive techniques. This tendency was further energized by a translation of 

Paul Rotha's Documentary Film in 1938, which brought news of a documen

tary movement whose engine was the "creative treatment of actuality." For 
many, this was none other than the inclusion of scripted narrative with 
nonactors. 

The inertia behind this style of documentary realism propelled it across 

the apparent breach of 1945, when Japan seemed to undergo an overnight 
political and social conversion. While the politics of documentary shifted 

from Japan's wartime brand of nationahsm to a postwar democratization

if not radicalization-the largely fictive form of documentary realism re
mained standard and stable. A postwar film on the democratic activities 
of a village looked little different than a documentary on a similar village 

preparing for the American wartime invasion. Hani's filins began to up

set this equilibrium, and people began questioning the claims the standard 
approach made for an adequate representation of the phenomenal world. 
The relative freedom oflwanami's approach to management at all stages of 
production allowed its employees to experiment within the bounds of the 
public relations (PR) film. The brightest of the bunch formed Blue Group 
(Aou no kai), including Kuroki Kazuo, Higashi Yoichi, Suzuki Tatsuo, 

Tamura Masaki, Tsuchimoto Noriaki, and Ogawa Shinsuke. They discussed 
filmmaking and theory. They would show rough cuts for feedback and 
perform experiments. At the same time, they began pushing the limits of 

the PR ftlm, converting typical shorts on, say, steel factories into massive 
cinemascope spectaculars. Not surprisingly, working for large corporations 
so~n proved constricting. Their creative and political energies could not 
be contained, and they fled from Iwanami en masse in 1960 and went in
dependent. They were subsequently joined by Hani himself, who made 
feature fIlms with a strong documentary touch, such as Bad Boys (Fruyo sho-
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nell, 1959), He and Site (Kanojo to kare, 1963), and Nanami: Inferno oj First Love 

(HatsH kai: Jigokuhen, 1968). 
Hara Kazuo was becoming fascinated with the cinema at precisely this 

point, as the former Iwanami PR fIlmmakers began producing completely 

personal works in the mid-196os. After leaving Iwanami, they had quickly 

aligned themselves with the New Left, a political break conjoined to a sty

listic rupture. They completely eschewed the reenactments with nonactors, 

a continuous practice since the 19305, and explicitly took sides with political 

movements of one sort or another. Higashi went to Okinawa while Tsu
chimoto and Ogawa made fIlms at the universities, behind the lines with 

the student movement. Then Tsuchimoto moved to Kyushu to record the 

devastating impact of Minamata disease, while Ogawa and his frlm collec

tive (Ogawa Pro) joined the farmers in Sanrizuka, who were being evicted 
from their land for the construction of the new international airport at 

Narita.1o With the appearance of these frlms, the work of older fununakers 

appeared marked and inauthentic, and documentary realism experienced 

a sea change. 
This was one of those moments when theory and practice evolved 

together, when the filinmakers were theorizing their own work. Artists 

like Matsumoto Toshio and Oshima Nagisa attacked the older styles as 
nothing more than a continuation of wartime conventions. They held that 

iilmmakers adhering to the standard form of realism exhibited a Stalinist 

authoritarianism that restricted artistic and political expression for the sake 

of a faux objectivism. This style of documentary realism, they reasoned, 

was predicated upon a total suppression of the artist's subjectivity. Ironi

cally, Hani's observational mode also involved a similar kind of suppres
sion, even if it made the artifrce of the mainstream style obvious. So, rather 

than continuing in Hani's direction-and there is no indication that they 

were aware of American direct cinema or the Rouch-style verite-they 

moved documentary toward the avant-garde through an impressive com-. 

bination of critical discourse and fununaking practice. Matsumoto, for ex

ample, made experimental documentaries like Security Treaty (AMPO joyaku, 

1960), which shocked the documentary world with a surrealist approach 

to compilation and an agitprop ·narration. Other frlmmakers followed his 
lead, both in fummaking and in criticism and theory. These new experi
mental documentaries were the ftlms that Hara was watching in the 19605. 

Hara was a fan of every genre of feature film, but it wasn't until he moved 

to Tokyo that he paid serious attention to documentary. It was probably 

impossible to miss this form of ftlmmaking at t~e time, considering the ex-
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. over the radical student movement fIlms ofTsuchimoto Noriaki, 

. Ogawa Shinsuke, and many others. Like most young people interested in 
politics, Hara found himself drawn to the fIlms from Ogawa Productions' 
Sanrizuka series. They were shown in public halls instead of regular the

aters. The lines were long, and the energy at screenings was incredibly im

pressive. The theaters were often decorated for the film; spectators would 

wear helmets, sing songs, chant, give speeches, and hold after-fum discus

sions. Years later, Hara recalls, 

I was deeply attracted to Ogawa Pro, the collective itself .... Actually, 

I neverjoined, but did think about it. Still,jumping into the middle of 

that kind of thing, I just couldn't imagine myself in that kind of col
lective .... Those people were, after all, from the sixties, one genera
tion earlier. Since we were from the seventies ... there's the question 

of who exactly is that self that's participating in the struggle. One

self ... who are you? We'd face that individual, our seJf, and ask that 

question .... Who are you, this individual that wants to express some
thing? That's how we thought. For example, even if I entered Ogawa 

Pro, in the end it is my self that's wrapped up inside there. While I 

kept thinking that creating things within a collective was incredibly 

attractive, in the end those Ogawa Pro people were already doing it, 

so as for me, I might as well try and do it from this place called the 
individual.1t 

This comment edges us toward the issue that defllles Hara's work, the 

problem that both sets him apart from his contemporaries and places him 

o within the larger stream of Japanese documentary. Theorists, journalists, 

and filmmakers posed the nonfiction film as the trace of a meeting between 

human beings, between ftlmmaker and a collaborating subject. Not sur-

o prisingly, the terminology in Japanese is significantly different. Writers and 
. filmmakers always speak of a shutai (subject/fIlmmaker) and a taisho (ob-

o jeet/fUmed). By way of contrast, Euro-American theory speaks of the sign 

and its bracketed referent. It is the difference between discussing human 

beings or a material reality. Thus, while the Japanese discourse arguably 
from a philosophical poverty. it simultaneously focuses on the quali

of representations of human beings in a language available to artists 
;·,Nithout specialized training in psychoanalysis or other critical systems. 

In other words, Japanese documentarists take issues of representation ex-

o tremely seriously and come to their work armed with a body of thought 

o grounded in a p~liticized sociality.12 
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Thcrefore, for Hara the very notion of private must be undergirded by a 

regulation coming from without, which is to say the dynamic between pri

vate and public is enforced through mores and social controls that penetrate 

and construct private space. This renders the binary opposition between 

the two terms relatively meaningless. Hara feels compelled to uncover this 

secret relationship of the private and public by using the camera to pro

voke policing, making the political implications visible and palpable. In this 

sense, that policing is an activity from the lived world and at the same time 

a process deeply inscribed in the film: "Within this private area, I think 
lhcre's somcthing like a contradiction th:lt we hold .. ,To ~peak of this 
privacy, we talk about individual people's values and sensitivities. When 

you look at the sensitivities and feelings of those kinds of individuals, I end 

up thinking that within their own self-contradictions the establishment or 
somcthing systemic (scidotcki) is thoroughly incorporated. Therefore, re

garding that systemic thing, when we strike out with the camera, the target 

we face is, after all, that world of individual feelings. To this end, what is 

necessary is stepping into the private sphere." 13 

Exfremc Private Eros pointed to a transformation in Japanese documen

tary from the collective modes of filirunaking best represented by Ogawa 

Pro and Tsuchimoto to the highly individualized and artisanal practice 

being pioneered by Hara. This change, turning around a vague point in the 
mid-1970s, is deeply connected to cultural shifts Japan shared with other 

localities in the world, a move from forms of committed, collective, so

cial activism and public passions to more private concerns. While a similar 

vector in the West led to theories and art practices that recognized the po

litICal dimensions of the private, forms of so-called private film in Japan 
ended up largely apolitical. Hara's work stands out for its intellectual vigor 

and constant provocation of privacy politics. After the unqualified success 

of Extrel/1c Pril!ate Eros, he went thirteen years before releasing his next 

major film, In the meantime, Hara and Kobayashi made History Starts Here:, 
"Womcn, Now . .. " (Rckishi wa koko ni hajimaru 'Onl1atachi wa ima . . .'), a tele

vision documentary for the TBS network in 1975, He survived largely by 

working as an assistant director for major filmmakers like Imamura Sho
hei (on Vellgeancc 15 Mine [Fllkllslm sum wa ware Hi are, 1979] and Eija nai ka 
[1980]), Urayama Kiriro (on The Children if the SUft [Taiyo no ko (tedanifwa), 
1980 j), and Kumai Kei (on Sea and Poison [Umi to doknyaku, 1986]). All the 

while, he worked on his next film, The Emperor's Naked Army Marchcs 0/1 

(Yuki YHkite Sfli/lglll/), which was released to an explosive reception in 1987. 

In addition to a long run at the prestigious E~rospace Theater in Tokyo. 
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Rara received the New Director Award from the Japan Film Directors' As

sociation, as well as prizes at the Berlin and Cinema du Reel festivals. It was 

of the fIrst Japanese documentaries to find a distributor in the United 

States since Hani's Children Who Draw. 14 

The film is about veteran Okuzaki Kenzo's search for the truth behind 
the deaths of two comrades in arms in 1945. Okuzaki is wen known in Japan 

for his loud protests about wartime atrocities and the need for politicians 

and the emperor to take responsibility for the war. This activism included 

outrageous stunts like shooting a steel pachinko ball at Emperor Hirohito 
and p;lssing out pornographic blf1cts depicting the i11lperi::J1 r.,mily. TI11;1-

mura Shohei introduced Okuzaki to Hara in 19B1 after deciding not to 

make a film about the activist himsel£ Hara took on the project, following 

Okuzaki in his single-minded quest. 

Okuzaki is, by anyone's measure, relatively insane. In the pursuit of 
history. he is a "dogged empiricist," to borrow a phrase from Jeffrey and 

Kenneth Ruoff. Hauling Hara all over Japan, Okuzaki is committed to nail

" ing down the facts about the suspicious deaths once and for all. However, in 

his pursuit of "truth" Okuzaki resorts to constant "lies." The basic structure 

film revolves around Okuzaki's visits - with Hara in tow - to his old 

, army buddies. One by one, Okuzaki interrogates them about the events 

of 1945. Gradually, a picture takes shape: Okuzaki was not present because 
he had been captured in the fmal months of the war in New Guinea, the 
two comrades were shot by a fIring squad composed of his own unit, and 

the charges were desertion. The problem is that the desertion charges and 
subsequent executions occurred after the war was over. 

Okuzaki resor~s to unconventional interview tactics for the film. He 
abruptly shows up at the homes of the remaining members of his unit 

(twelve elderly men from the thirty survivors of a contingent of troops 

numbering one thousand).15 His unannounced arrival catches them off 

guard, and they hesitate in brushing him off. The presence of the brother 

and sister of each dead soldier probably contributed to their politeness. al

though Hara's fihn crew might have had something to do with it as well. 

.. In each meeting, Okuzaki and the relatives plead and cajole the men into 

", "telling their stories. Each offers a small piece of the puzzle before telling 
the!l1 to let the dead lie in peace. Finally. in the face of such insistent stone

, walling. Okuzaki suddenly jumps from his seat and begins beating one of 
, the old men. Han continued to film. 

Needless to say, this raises a spectrum of issues regarding the ethics 
of documentary. representation. From this point on, every encounter is 
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marked by the inclination to use violence on Okuzaki's part and Hara's 

willingness to provoke and record this violence. Okuzaki now greets the 

obfuscations with threats that haunt each encounter: "I've shot pachinko 

balls at the emperor, so don't think I won't beat you up." Okuzaki even 
attacks one man recuperating from an operation. As a spectator of this vio

lence, we are pushed off balance by the gravity of the final revelations. The 

two soldiers were indeed executed by their own men after the war. This 

was a standard practice: the weakest, low~st-ranked, and most problematic 

members of the unit were Singled out for execution and cannibalization. 

The two men had been eaten. 
These revelations are profound, and the force of their disclosure feels un

fathomable, immeasurably heavy. This epistemological weightiness comes 

largely from Hara's penetration of the private spaces where this knowl

edge resided, in that most private realm of human memory. However, this 

personal form of media also has a deeply social level. The memories pro

tected by such privacy were networked by a national suppression of dis

courses engaging wartime violence and responsibility. As one of Okuzaki's 

interlocutors recalls, cannibalism in New Guinea in 1945 was a way of life 

for the emperor's army. The postwar, mnemonic defenses circled around 

thiS knowledge. Its shunting into quiet, private spaces was a complex pro

cess connected to other struggles over wartime memory and responsibility, 

issues such as violence against civilians, the abysmal treatment of prisoners 

of war, and the military's organized efforts at forced prostitution. 

The exposure of this private space relie.~ distinctly on a multivalent per-

formance. Okuzaki's outrageous, flamboyant style is clearly a spectacle de
signed for his interlocutors and for Hara. He an

swers threats to call the police by putting in the 

call himself. When the relatives of the slain sol

diers tire of Okuzaki's manner and strategies, he 

simply has his wife act as the sister and an anar

chist friend play the brother. Even the violence 

itself is performative; they kick and wail and 

thrash about on the ground. But Okuzaki is more interested in provoking 

that revelation of memory than in injuring his rhetorical opponent. This 

use of performance points us to the rhetoric of documentary as well. 

1. Okusaki demands the truth in TiTe Emperor's Naked Army MllfclJes Oil, Kazuo Hara,1987· 

(Still courtesy of the University of Michigan, Department of Asian Languages and Cultures.) 
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Susan Scheibler has argued that most documentary is a form of consta

tive event. The constative is a use of language that guarantees authority 

and authenticity. There is a sticky, snug fit between sign and referent. For 

Scheibler, the constative is the foundation of traditional documentary real

ism, which draws on the indexical qualities of the photo-mechanical image 
to assert a confidence in the adequacy and completeness of its representa

tion of the world. If the traditional documentary is predicated on a con

stative enunciation, the newer, essayistic forms of documentary are perfor

mative. The fihns of documentarists like Trinh T. Minh-ha, Errol Morris, 
Jill Godmilow, ~d Marlon Riggs are characterized by breaks, ruptures, 
and reflexivity. While the reality effect of most documentary relies on the 

human desire for the constative, Scheibler argues that the documentaries 

of these artists capitalize on performative enunciative acts. They circulate 

around the constative and performative in the form of a "struggle [that] 

plays itself out in the discursive arena by performatively c?nfronting the 

constative with its own assumptions of authority, authenticity, veracity, 

verifiability."" 
Austin himself called the performative "perfectly straightforward utter

ances with ordinary verbs in the first person singular present indicative 

active ... if a person makes an utterance of this sort we should say that 

he is doing something rather than merely saying something."l7 Thus, the 

performative treats facticity as less important; it is an enunciation out~ 
side of verification, one that sidesteps binaries like true and false and es

chews a straightforward, conventional documentary realism. Bill Nichols 

appended his modes of documentary with the "performativc" to account 

for them. IS Michael Renov has more convincingly called them "essayis

tic" works.19 However, both Renov and Nichols use their terms to isolate a 

variety of very recent documentaries and describe their formal and episte

mological innovations, Renov to valorize them and Nichols to top off a his

torical time line. Hara's practice points to the ways in which performance 

and privacy appear to be fundamental to documentary itself, suggesting 

that the recent phenomenon of the essayistic documentary is predicated 

on something more basic. 

Hara's action documentary points us toward the performative in the 

everyday, a performative enunciation that makes documentary itself pos

sible. His ftlms rarely exhibit the experimental qualities of the fIlmmakers 

listed above. Rather, in the tradition of his colleagues in the Japanese docu
mentary, his cinema is always the record of a meeting between the filin-
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maker and the ftlmed, between subject and object. His fIlms begin 

the presence of the fllmmaker penetrating private space, exposing it to 

the glaringly public view of the cinema. The dramas that unfold depend 
upon a slippery sense that the events unfolding are performative acts rather 

than observed reality mindlessly captured by the camera. The difference be

tween the violence of, for example, the Rodney King videotape and Hara's 

films is that the latter are always self-conscious performances for the cam- . 

era, [or the world. The violence is real enough, and it hurts, whether it be 

Takeda Miyuki berating Hara or Okuzaki Kenzo kicking an army buddy, 
but it is a violence that requires the documentary cinema. 

What Hara's ftlms suggest is that most documentary is constituted by 

performative enunciations masquerading as constative ones and that the 

most private-appearing spaces are thoroughly raked by public systems and 

gazes. The extremes he is willing to go to foreground this triad of ftlm/ 

fJmmaker/fJmed teases us with the possibility that the documentary as 
a form relies heavily on the conversion of all human action and language 

as performative enunciations for the camera. It is only that Hara's cinema 

teases this performance to the surface by playing with the lines between 

the private and public space. Without this, documentary would be noth

ing but surveillance. The lives Hara's subjects offer up are not simply false 

or ftctive, but they are not exactly innocently "true" either-even with 

Okuzaki's obsessive quest to uncover lies. There is a winking conspiracy 

between these charismatic social actors, director Hara, and their audiences. 

His next film, a portrait of the famous novelist Inoue Mitsuharu, sheds light 

on this problematic. 

In the midst of shooting A Full Life, I came across Hara in the United 

States, where he was enjoying an extended visit under the auspices of the 

A.~ian Cultural Council and the Cultural Ministry. Based in New York, he 

was enthusiastically researching the history of documentary at places like 

the Museum of Modern Art and New York University. Undoubtedly, he 

was driven in part by a problem that had arisen in his Inoue project: the 

novelist was dying. A fum that was to portray the life and life energy of a 

chansmatlc author was suddenly diverted to representing his death. And 

upon that death how does one go about representing the life no longer 

present? Hara turned to issues of performance, and that brought funda

mental questions about documentary form to the fore. 

The first image of the film is a grotesque and amusing dance by Inoue in 
geisha drag. It then alternates between interviews, scenes of Inoue teaching 
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seminars, and fictional sequences. The latter are dreamy reenactments of 

novelist's early years; they emerge full blown from his nostalgic remi

\nisee:nce:s" which are laced with the sharp, ironic humor of bragging. Inoue 
Was clearly another charismatic, magnetic personality for Hara. Having 

been invited in, Hara delights in edging closer and closer to this man's life, 

. loves, and impending death. The filmmaker goes as far as documenting, in 

dose-up, Inoue's open heart surgery. 

Finally, upon the novelist's death, Hara's continuing investigation begins 

to turn up one surprise after another. Inoue's date of birth was inconsis

tent. He didn't drop out of school. The novelist's story about losing his 
virginity with a young Korean prostitute was fabricated. All of the key cir

cumstances of Inoue's early life, stories repeated constantly over the years, 

information featured in the histories of modern Japanese literature, were 

fiction. The novelist had written his own biography. His entire life was a 

performance! 

Hara exploits this discovery to interrogate the shifting boundaries be

tween fiction and documentary from a new perspective. fu an artist, he 

initially deploys fictional re-creation of history as a constative reiteration 

of the life described in interviews. There is nothing particularly innovative 

about this. However, upon the discovery of Inoue's fanciful recollections

the writing of his life - Hara brings back his fj,ctional sequences, turning 

them against the interviews to point to a performance at the heart of the 

interviews' utterances. He peels away the constative stickiness between oral 

interview and history. To extend Hara's observations and consider the im

plications of this for documentary as a form, we might turn to the work of 

Margaret Morse. 

In Virtualities, Morse makes a convincing case for understanding the 

powerful cultural position of television in the late twentieth century. She 

is interested in the way we have come to grant human qualities like sub

jectivity to machines, from computers to television. Human beings have 

a deep need for intersubjective engagement, a desire that television en

gages as a machine featuring a simulation of human subjectivity. This is 

effectively accomplished in television through full frontal, direct address 

by charismatic anchors using words like we and you. Drawing on Derrida, 

sh~ argues that the gap between enunciation and meaning is what makes 

television possible: "The argument to be made here is not that once there 

was something sincere and unmediated called face-to-face conversation of 
which exchanges mediated by television and the computer are inherently 
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inauthentic or debased simulations. If anything, machine subjects are made' -. 

possible by the fundamental gap that has always existed between lan.gu:.ge i 
and the world and between utterances-be they subjective or impersonal- .-; 

and the act of enunciation-whether it is produced by a human subject or 

has been delegated to machines."2o 

Morse points to a human need for and pleasure in being recognized as 

a partner in discourse-even if a machine stands in between subjects. This 

explains one of the reasons why documentary has persisted for a century, 

even if relegated to a marginalized position, and why it came to settle 
into modes so reliant on the interview and direct address. Most critical at

tention in documentary theory has gone to the innovative and politic;ally 

progressive work of performative documentary (such as Nitrate Kisses and 

Tongues Ufltied), for all the reasons charted by Scheibler. Because of this 

focus, documentary theory and criticism have not dealt adequately with 

(post-direct-cinema) television, even though the vast majority of docu

mentary is now distributed through this medium. While the relationship 

between documentary realism and television has yet to be mapped, we can 

see that the emergence of interview-heavy documentary coincides with 

the rise of television as a cultural form. The pleasures of documentary may 

not be reduceable to the virtual engagement with charismatic on-screen 

subjectivities, but it certainly is a fundamental starting point. 

Hara intrigues because there is no question that the interview-with 

spectacularly charismatic figures - is his starting point, yet he diverts us to 

another dimension inintersubjective engagement mediated by cameras and 

screens. Indeed, from a historical perspective the formal break represented 

by Ogawa and Tsuchimoto was precisely the search for a style that fore

grounded the intersubjective nature of nonflCtion f:tlnunaking by immers

ing the documentary process in social communities under siege. Hara ex

tended their innovations by turning the camera to the self with his "action 

documentary." Interestingly enough, his 1998 documentary on his mentor, 

Urayama Kiriro, is the culmination of his increasing reliance on the inter

view.21 However, it is significant that Hara chooses his objects so carefully. 

He clearly takes delight in approaching a highly glamorous and even dan
gerous object. His own humanity and his desire for discursive exchange 

with these seductive other subjects are mediated by machines at a differ
ent level; his machine is the camera. This is what is so distinctive about 
Hara's cinema. Recall the opening sequence of Extreme Private Eros, where 
he states this dynamic specifically: "I have this relationship; I was losing her, 
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couldn't let her go. It seemed the only way to keep our relationship 
. going was to make a film." It is also what he has most strongly in conunon 

,:' with his fellow documentarists in Japan, who have-at least in the post

war era - defined documentary practice in terms of a relationship between 

shutai = subject = filinmaker and taisho = object = filmed. The fum is a ves
tige of this relationship, captured on celluloid and offered up for a virtual 

engagement with spectators. 

Hara has often said that "documentary is the recording of 'ki.' "22 This 

is an extremely loaded tenn. The Chinese character itself refers to "spirit, 
mind, soul, heart; intention; bent, interest; mood, feeling; temper, disposi
tion, nature; care, attention; air, atmosphere; flavor; odor; energy, essence, 

air, indication, symptoms; taste; touch, dash, shade, trace; spark, flash; sus

picion." It is conunonly combined with verbs (in a kind of linguistic mon

tage) for various inflections: "doing ki" means "be nervous about"; "having 

kj" indicates "having the intention"; you notice something when you "at

tach hi"; "ki stands" when you get excited; you "become ki" when you 

worry; and so on. What does it mean to "record ki"? I think. it has to do with 

describing a trace of that intersubjective moment of fUming, committing it 

to celluloid or tape in order to offer it up again for another intersubjective 

moment in the performance at the theater. 

Hara brings us to this point by discovering the performance at the heart 

of documentary, a discovery he makes by aggressively penetrating the pri

vate spaces in this mos t public of media. That is why Hara is the most ex

citing of all Japanese documentarists.23 The actors in Hara's last filins appear 

keenly aware that to some inestimable degree, the deployment of fictions 

approaches a knowledge that is embodied and social and escapes the logic 

of true/false, real/unreal. Needless to say, this is not the conventional wis

dom of the documentary, for Hara carries us back in an arc that touches 

the pre-Iwanami documentary without bringing us full circle. 
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